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I. Short answer type questions.

Roll No.

[2 x 2 = 4]

1. What first aid must be given to an injured person who is bleeding ?
2. What is measured in kilometers ?
II. Very short answer type questions.

[4 x 1 = 4]

1. What is the use of laboratory thermometers ?
2. Name two units for measuring temperature.
3. Where do we cross a busy road ?
4. What should first aid be given in the case of body burn ?
III. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below.

[4 x 1 = 4]

Left electric shock zebra crossing safety rules
1. Everybody should follow _______________.

✃

2. You may get ______________ if you touch the electric appliances with wet hands.
3. Everyone should cross the road at ________________ only.
4. While riding a bicycle, always keep to your ______________.
IV. Write 'T' for true and 'F' for false statements.

[5 x 1 = 5]

1. The fruits and vegetables are weighed in metres.
2. Our milkman gives us milk litres.
3. The length of a book is measured in millimetres.
4. Nylon clothes catch fire easily.
5. It is dangerous to play with fire works.

✃

V. Tick (!) the correct option

[3 x 1 = 3]

1. To cure a burn, put some ________________.
a) cold water or ice

b) hot milk

c) hot water

d) none of these
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2. Never take medicines without consulting a ________________.
a) farmer

b) doctor

c) postman

d) lawyer

3. Temperature is measured in ________________.
a) Celsius

b) Fahrenheit

c) Both case (b)

d) none of these

V. Match the following columns.

[5 x 1 = 5]

Column – A

Column – B

1. Never drink cold water

[

] a) can occur anywhere

2. You cam Slip

[

] b) cure

3. Wash the wound

[

]

4. Accidents

[

] d) with dettol and cold water

5. Prevention is better than

[

] e) if you leave the soap on bathroom

c) just after playing or if you are sweating
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